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WE ARE BUILDING A TEXAS STATE WIDE CREW
Are You a Biker, Love being in the Wind, Attending Rallies, Concerts & Events.

DO YOU HAVE A SKILL

We Need, Photographers, Videographers, Article & Review Writers,
Road Crews and Event Hands, Emcee’s, Models and More.....Male
and Female, Paid and Non-Paid Positions.

Email your background and contact info to:
riderandmusicnews@gmail.com
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Welcome To Jake’s

Restaurant Hours
Mon-Thurs-Sat-Sun 11am to 8pm
Wed-Fri 11am to 10pm
Closed Tuesday

Welcome to Jake’s Pipe Creek. Jake’s is all about
Burgers, Beer and our Backyard. Offering live
music, great food, ice cold drinks, and a warm
inviting atmosphere, Jake’s is the place to be for a
great time out.

Wedne
sda
Open J y
am
Night

Bar Hours
Mon-Fri 11am to 12am
Sat 11 am to 1am

12246 State Hwy 16 • Pipe Creek, TX 78063 • 830-535-6699

We are a Nationwide Biker
Print, Radio, and Video Media
Company Now Growing in the
Lone Star State.
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FEATURED BAR
The Longhorn Saloon
opened in 1947 as a Steak House and Saloon. It’s nestled on the banks of The Medina River.
Brian Black and Charlotte Browning decided to take some time off of touring and horse training and purchased The Longhorn
Saloon in February of 2007 and began remodeling to include a stage as well as a complete renovation of the interior and exterior.
They bring local, regional and national touring acts to The Longhorn Saloon and The Longhorn River Amphitheater located on
the banks of The Medina River. They purchased The Medina River Company in 2007 so they could offer river trips on Kayaks or Tubes.

THE LONGHORN HAS A FULL LIQUOR BAR,
FREE WI-FI, 15 TONS of COOL AC &
ICE COLD BEER

HOURS:
Mon - Fri: 12:00 pm - 2:00 am
Sat: 11:00 am - 2:00 am
Sun: 12:00 pm - 2:00 am

830-796-3600
Longhornsaloonbandera.com

Certified Yamaha, Suzuki, and
Can-Am Dealer.
32127 IH-10 (Exit 543)
Boerne, TX.

Phone: 210-606-2254
Check us out online at
www.coyote-powersports.com

Inventory Clearance!
We will beat any price in Texas on Suzuki motorcycles.
(Limited to current inventory)

Our mechanics service all brands of
Motorcycles, Dirtbikes, ATVs, Side by Sides, and Personal Watercraft.
Including Harley Davidson and Vintage models.
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Thanks for reading the Premier issue of our “Rag”, Continuing throughout all future editions we will cover the
“Wonderfulness” in and about the culture of Texas Music. Today we begin with a few of my own Favorites only because I
can. In the future though I welcome suggestions of people, Places, Venue’s that you the reader want to hear and read. Just
contact us via email.
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN with Barton, bassist Jackie Newhouse, and drummer Chris
Layton. Barton left the band, and Tommy Shannon replaced
(1954–1990). Stevie Ray
Newhouse. Keyboardist Reese Wynans came on board in
Vaughan, blues musician
1985.
and guitar legend, was born
in the Oak Cliff section of
By the early 1980s the group had built a solid following in
Dallas on October 3, 1954,
Texas and was beginning to attract the attention of wellto Jim and Martha Vaughan. established musicians like Mick Jagger, who in 1982 invited
Stevie’s exposure to music
Vaughan and the band to play at a private party in New York
began in his childhood, as
City. That same year Double Trouble received an invitation
he watched his big brother,
to play at the Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland. They
Jimmie, play guitar. Stevie’s fascination with the blues drove were the first band in the history of the festival to play
him to teach himself to play the guitar before he was an
without having a major record contract. The performance
adolescent.
was seen by David Bowie and Jackson Browne, and Stevie
gained even more acclaim as a talented and rising young
By the time Vaughan was in high school, he was staying up musician. Browne invited Vaughan to his Los Angeles studio
all night, playing guitar in clubs in Deep Ellum in Dallas.
for a demo session, at which Stevie and Double Trouble
In his sophomore year he enrolled in an experimental arts
recorded some tracks for what eventually became his 1983
program at Southern Methodist University for artistically
debut album, Texas Flood. Bowie had Vaughan play lead
gifted high school students, but the program did not
guitar on his album Let’s Dance.
motivate him to stay in school, and he dropped out before
graduation in order to play music full-time.
Vaughan’s fame immediately soared. The band signed
a record contract with CBS/Epic Records and came to
By 1972, at the age of seventeen, Stevie moved to Austin,
the attention of veteran blues and rock producer John
in an attempt to become involved in the music scene. Over
Hammond, Sr. Texas Flood received a North American
the next few years he slept on pool tables and couches in
Rock Radio Awards nomination for Favorite Debut Album,
the back of clubs and collected bottles to earn money for
and Guitar Player Magazine Reader’s Poll voted Stevie Best
new guitar strings. He joined the Nightcrawlers, a blues
New Talent and Best Electric Blues Guitarist for 1983. A
band formed by Doyle Bramhall with Marc Benno. Doyle
track off the album also received a Grammy nomination for
Bramhall (1949–2011), who went on to secure his own
Best Rock Instrumental performance.
reputation as a renowned drummer and singer–songwriter,
had performed with Stevie’s brother Jimmie in Dallas in
Vaughan’s subsequent albums met
their band the Chessmen, and the two later organized the
with increased popularity and critical
band Texas Storm in Austin. In the Nightcrawlers, Stevie
attention. Double Trouble followed
Vaughan played guitar and, impressed by Bramhall’s gravelly
Texas Flood with Couldn’t Stand the
soul vocals, adopted that singing style as his own. Bramhall
Weather (1984), Live Alive (1985),
would write or co-write a number of songs that Vaughan
and Soul to Soul (1986). All of the
would later record, including “Dirty Pool,” “Change It,” “The
albums went gold and captured
House is Rockin’,” and “Life by the Drop.”
various Grammy nominations in
either the blues or rock categories.
By 1975 Vaughan was playing with another Austin group,
Throughout the 1980s Vaughan and his band also became
Paul Ray and the Cobras. With the opening of Antone’s
consistent nominees and winners of the Austin Chronicle’s
blues club later that year, he also found an ally in club owner music awards and Guitar Player Magazine’s reader’s polls.
Clifford Antone. Vaughan’s performance with guitarist
In 1984, at the National Blues Foundation Awards, Vaughan
Albert King onstage at Antone’s, for example, earned him
became the first white man to win Entertainer of the Year
the respect of the blues legend. Recognition outside of
and Blues Instrumentalist of the Year. At the Grammys that
Austin, however, eluded him. Vaughan left the Cobras and
year he shared in the Best Traditional Blues honors for his
by the late 1970s was in a group that included Lou Ann
work on Blues Explosion, a compilation album of various
Barton, W. C. Clark, and others and was known as Triple
artists.
Continued on page 20
Threat. This group eventually evolved into Double Trouble,
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The Outlaw Biker
All riders of every age have encountered it. Whether coming from friends and family as you tell them you’re getting a motorcycle or
when a non-rider finds out you carry the label of biker.
The look of ‘Are you crazy?’ mingled with the fear you’ll start eating babies and pillaging small towns.
How exactly did a form of transport get such a universally strong association to everything bad in our
society and more importantly, are we turning the corner of that stereotype?
Ironically, the same media that painted the everyday motorcycle enthusiast as the crazed criminal have
been instrumental in bringing the image back to a more realistic version.
Oddly enough, the motorcycle has a touch of blue-blood. Back in the early 1900’s when the motorcycle
was gaining popularity it was considered a toy for the rich and a more affordable transportation alternative to the then expensive automobile
by the average person. It even became a symbol of the growing emancipation movement by women.
But by the end of the Second World War, America had an abundance of two things; motorcycles
and returning servicemen, neither of which the military had any further need for. Although many
of the returning soldiers tried to pick up their lives and settled down to jobs, marriage and
children, some of the young men were restless, trying to find their place in society and looking
for friends that could relate to the experiences they had known.
The post war supply of cheap motorcycles not only presented the restless men an avenue for their youthful energy, the rough and powerful ride
from the Harley Davidson or Indian motorcycles of the day gave that edge to life these men had known in war but was hard to find in suburban
America. Many chose the life of the road with like minded individuals who liked to ride hard and party harder rather than settle in the routine of
a nine to five job, mortgages and the stresses of raising a family. Just as the man either side of them in war was closer than any brother, their
fellow riders became family.
Since these were men that were used to serving under a symbol, wearing patches of who they were and what they represented, it wasn’t long
before the different groups became more organized and gave themselves an identity, something surely lacking for many. Two of the first such
organizations were the Pissed Off Bastards and the Booze Fighters.
Because an offshoot of the Pissed Off Bastards became the infamous Hells Angels, their origins are less well known but it's thought that many
were formerly members of an elite group of U.S. Army paratroopers trained to land behind enemy lines, defeat the enemy and hold their ground
until conventional forces can re-enforce them.
Booze Fighters still exist today and make every effort to recount the club’s history. "Wino" Willie Forkner is recognized as the founder of the
Booze Fighters and after being kicked out of a previous motorcycle club for being too rambunctious he found kindred spirits in Nelson, Dink
Burns, George Menker and others. It’s said that the club was actually formed at the All American Bar in Los Angeles in 1946.
How long would these groups have kept the moniker of 'club' and all the civilized air that goes with it will never be known. An event that
should’ve been like every one before it became the catalyst that changed Middle America’s perception, and consequently attitude towards the
motorcycle and its rider.
Ironically the description and what would become the public perception of 'Outlaw Bikers' came from a leading advocate for motorcycle
enthusiasts to this day.
The term Outlaw Motorcycle Club which was originally used by the AMA (American Motorcycle Association) simply to designate motorcycle
clubs who didn’t adhere to its standards and whether they could compete in the many competitions held around the country. It was one of these
motorcycle competitions in Hollister in 1947 which would become an unclear footnote in riding history and a Hollywood sensation.
The events around an evening which wrapped up the 1947 Gypsy Road Tour would go onto
become a famous story in Life Magazine and later made into a movie starring Marlon Brando
called 'The Wild One' in 1953.
After the war AMA had authority over nearly all the motorcycle events held in the United States,
including an annual motorcycle rally called the Gypsy Tour which took place in the sleepy
farming community of Hollister, California, 40 miles southeast of San Jose. Scheduled events
included hill climbs, a slow race, digout race and plank ride with the big AMA flat track race
featuring a winning purse of $1200.
In 1947 this grand prize was large enough to attract around three to four thousand bikers. Even
the organizers of the event didn't expect such a large attendance. Bikers slept anywhere they
could lay their sleeping bags.

The seeds of trouble were sown when crowds were turned away from an award ceremony and
dance held on a Saturday night at the end of the Gypsy Tour Rally. Due to the unexpected
large crowds everyone was turned away except for AMA members or AMA recognized
motorcycle club members, leaving all the other riders looking for a place to party.
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Most of the riders who had been turned away from the AMA event ended up downtown on San Benito Street, but soon the bars and restaurants
ran out of beer leaving the bikers who loved to live life to it's fullest drinking hard liquor. Some say the bars pretended to run out of beer to
make the bikers buy the more expensive liquor, others claim that no-one thought the bikers could afford the liquor and they just hoped
‘running out of beer’ would be an easy way to stop the drinking. But like the events surrounding this notable weekend, what actually happened
on that night, and even their magnitude depends on which story you believe.
The official Booze Fighter history claims ‘Actually, [only] 300 to 400 people showed up [to the AMA event] and partied as they had done in
previous years. The Booze fighters were the guys spinning donuts and drag racing up and down the street. The street had been blocked off by
the town specifically for that purpose. They were the "show-offs" without a doubt.’
Others claim that although there were arrests for drunkenness and public disorder, the local law enforcement never felt that matters were out of
hand.
Indeed, one recollection has the police taking the band from the official AMA award ceremony to the partying bikers on the back of a flatbed
trailer to entertain them and help keep control of the crowds.
Yet another version, which tends to agree with the Booze Fighters, ‘Prodded by boozy dares, bikers raced one another down the main drag.
Others spun rubber doughnuts on the pavement, or popped up their front tires and balanced on their back wheels. Water balloons and beer
bottles rained down from second-story windows, and just for laughs, a couple of men motored straight into local saloons to the cheers of
pleased patrons.’
A darker history
A different account claims ‘drag races and bar and street fights were common with one member of the Pissed Of Bastards arrested and jailed.
A large mob gathered and demanded his release. When local authorities refused, the estimated mob of 750 literally tore the small community
apart.
Regardless of what actually happened, the public’s perception was shaped by the official
newspaper reports which claimed sixty people were injured, some seriously, a night court
convened and the supposed use of tear gas to bring unruly bikers under control. But it was the
staged Life photograph of a slovenly motorcyclist with beer bottles gathered at his feet which
caused a sensation and branded bikers as lawless rebels. The continuing media frenzy would
imprint that image of the rebellious biker on the mind of the American Public. It’s widely
acknowledged that this picture was staged and there are rumors that the others that
accompanied it in the same article such as photographs of police officers using tear gas rifles
were as well. This leads the further claim and accusation that many facts used in the story
were less than truthful as well.
When the media and consequently the American public reacted to the darker side of the story's
telling the AMA to distance itself and its members from the bad publicity and the negative
feelings towards motorcyclists by claiming that “99% of all of their members are law-abiding
citizens and only 1% are 'outlaws' ”.
It wasn't long before the incident caught the eye of Hollywood and the imagination of Stanley Kramer who teamed up with director Laslo
Benedek and screenwriter John Paxton to produce the classic 1953 movie ‘The Wild One’ starring Marlon Brando. The films success not only
gave birth to Brando's career but also it's own movie genre. Soon, studios clamored to capitalize on America’s new public menace, the outlaw
motorcycle gang!
With Hollywood understanding sensational tickets sales, the floodgates opened for movies featuring fighting sprees, drugs and sexual assaults,
all to a chorus of roaring chopper engines, the film and others like it contributed to the negative image of motorcycle riders, especially
Harley-Davidson owners.
"Their credo is violence…Their God is hate… The most terrifying film of our time!" read the poster advertising the film "The Wild Angels,"
a B-movie starring Peter Fonda and Nancy Sinatra.
With the negative press, sensationalized movies and a feud between some bikers and the AMA, the ranks of motorcycle clubs that were proud
to consider themselves ‘one-percenters’ grew. The Hells Angels, which broke away from the Pissed Off Bastards in 1948, were forming new
chapters or groups, all up and down the California Coast.
Interestingly enough, the Booze Fighters who were witness to what could be considered as the birth-event of the outlaw biker image have
never claimed to be one-percenters, as they’re clear to point out on any chapters website or publicity material.
The Hells Angels however became more and more famous, or should one say infamous? A 1965 article
‘The Motorcycle Gangs: Losers and Outsiders’ showed such an honest look into the Hells Angels
brutal world that the author Hunter S Thompson went on to write an entire book on the club called
Hells Angels: The Strange and Terrible Saga of the Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs. None was more
surprised than the author himself on the frankness and openness he got from the club’s members.
The Hells Angels gained further notoriety when an 18 year old boy was stabbed to death by a member
of the club who was working as security for a Rolling Stones concert at Altamont Speedway outside
San Francisco. The member was later acquitted, despite the fact that the entire incident was captured on
film.
With the image of the outlaw biker firmly entrenched in America’s mind, an actor who starred in a
motorcycle gang B-movie a mere three years earlier, would write a movie that not only created a new
movie genre, but a new way to look at the motorcyclist.
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The Birth of Captain America Peter Fonda and Dennis Hopper wrote and starred in Easy Rider, a movie about two men who head out across America
on Harley Davidson Choppers trying to find their place in the world. With Dennis Hopper directing, it not only created a new breed of movie known as
the ‘road film’, characters with nowhere to go and no reason to get there, but it also associated motorcycles with freedom rather than the hooliganism
‘The Wild One’ had some sixteen years earlier. The film was firmly based in the sixties culture of non-conformism and philosophical outlooks on life,
even with the cynical ending of self-disapproval.

America loved the image.
At the same time the teens of the time were wanting as restless and free-spirited as the biker on the silver
screen, and the Japanese waiting in the wings to help. With the older Harley Davidson and Indian
motorcycles requiring the rider to have extensive mechanical knowledge and the willingness to rebuild
an engine on the side of a deserted highway, it was a difficult past time for a new rider to get into.
The Japanese on the other hand, were making riding easy, selling small but powerful bikes that were not
only reliable and inexpensive.They even came with little luxuries like an electric starter. They were
manufacturing the kind of worry-free motorcycle geared towards the growing casual, 'jump on and
go' type of rider. The development, advancements and engine size of the Japanese-motorcycle grew
with the Baby-Boomers, following their needs all the way through college with larger engines and better
touring capabilities.
The era was summed up by the ad campaign "You Meet the Nicest People on a Honda". The ad depicted housewives, a parent and child, young couples
and other respectable members of society-referred to as "the nicest people"-riding Honda 50s for a variety of purposes. Moreover, the colorful
illustration and highly professional design appealed strongly to the public. Those who would otherwise have rolled their eyes at the word "motorcycle,"
and those who previously had no interest in them, soon saw in the motorcycle a new purpose: one of casual and convenient daily transportation.

Moving along the road of life
The same generation that brought some perceived respectability to the biker image permanently parked the motorcycle in the garage of life, abandoning
it for jobs, a mortgage and raising a family. It's ironic that these were the same life events the previous generation was trying to avoid when they fell in
love with the motorcycle. What had become a large thriving industry, fell on hard times and the only riders left on the road were the die-hard bikers
and of course, motorcycle clubs wearing leather jackets proudly bearing their colors, or club chapters emblem.
The motorcycle industry wasn't just abandoned, it was driven out into the desert and left to the coyotes. Some already weak British manufacturers went
out of business and American production was severely reduced and quality of what was made suffered. Even the Japanese limited the number of models
as well as lowering imports.
All the while, faithful riders patched up their motorcycles to keep riding. Free-spirited and independent thinking riders wearing worn leathers
emblazoned with patches and rockers took the image of bikers to that of a solitary soul. One who doesn't necessarily need to be feared but you certainly
don't need to go out of your way to talk to them.
It could be considered poetic then that the same generation which started the industry's slide would be the one to bring it the breath of life. It was the
same broad brush used by the media to paint a segment of society that helped the motorcycle and its rider find its road back into the hearts and
confidence of the non-riding American public. The story has been told and retold of the baby boomers sending off the last child only to have an empty
nest and some disposable income.
Through the various incarnations of the middle-aged, affluent male taking to motorcycles en masse the public appeared to understand the biker was a
neighbor, civil servant, teacher and most of all, a well-known friend. Of course the multitude of toy runs, charity rides and problem-free motorcycle
events certainly helped.
The motorcycle industry enjoyed the timing of well made products and smoother rides at the same time the 'me' generation heard the open road calling.
Motorcycles started to appear everywhere as the Terminator rode his Harley both on and off the big screen. The motorcycle became a popular and 'hip'
form of transportation for younger males with the image furthered in movies starring young action stars.
The image of the biker continued to center with Disney’s ‘Wild Hogs’ as a record number of movie-goers watched Tim Allen, Martin Lawrence,
John Travolta and William H. Macy ride across America in their humorous but life-changing road trip.
Finally, the best test of non-riders separating the media's portrayal of bikers and the everyday motorcycling enthusiast has come of age with 'Sons of
Anarchy'.
Taking place in a small town of Charming, California the member of SAMCRO, Sons of Anarchy
Motorcycle Club, Redwood Original avoid the law, battle gangs and try to live something vaguely
representing a family life. The FX motorcycle drama seems to sit well with not only the United
States but viewers worldwide who have made FX’s motorcycle drama ‘Sons of Anarchy’ a hit and
roaring into its sixth season.
Riders and non-riders alike made Sons of Anarchy a hit as the fictitious show about a motorcycle
club riding in and out legal situations in a small California town rode away with viewing numbers in
the second season. Achieving numbers never seen before with either cable or broadcast television,
Sons of Anarchy showed the largest season-to-season growth in adults ages 18-49 with 81 percent
more people tuning in and 80 percent increase in males 18 to 49. The total number of viewers for the
show grew 72 percent.

With the media and motorcycle enthusiasts having come full circle in nearly seventy years the 'Outlaw Biker' label has been retired to the rare,
true motorcycle gang and in Hollywood's latest offerings, leaving the everyday rider to enjoy their favorite past time. But while the label may
be finding its proper home, the bikers themselves seem to enjoy its lingering facade of black attire, t-shirts and apparel adorned with skulls and
crossbones.

Even if it is only worn on weekends and between real life commitments.

"Written by, Digits"
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BIKER HUMOR

The Heart Surgeon and the Motorcycle Mechanic

BIKER HUMOR

A mechanic was removing a cylinder head from the motor of a motorcycle when he
spotted a well known heart surgeon in his shop. The surgeon was
there waiting for the service manager to come take a look at his bike.
The mechanic shouted across the garage,
"Hey Doc, can I ask you a question?"
The surgeon, a bit surprised, walked over to the mechanic working on the motorcycle.
The mechanic straightened up, wiped his hands on a rag and asked,
"So, Doc, look at this engine. I open its heart, take valves out, fix 'em, put 'em back in
and when I finish, it works just like new. So how come I get such a small salary and
you get the really big bucks, when you and I are doing basically the same work?"
The surgeon paused, smiled and leaned over and whispered to the mechanic ...
"Try doing it with the engine running!"

Too Little, Too Late

A guy is at the Pearly Gates, hoping to be admitted, and St. Peter says to the guy, "I can't see
that you did anything really good in your life, but you never did anything bad
either. I'll tell you what, if you can tell me one really good deed that you did, you're in."
So the guy says, "Once I was driving down the road and saw a gang of bikers assaulting this
poor girl. So I pulled over, got out my car, grabbed a tire iron and walked
straight up to the gang's leader--a huge ugly guy with a studded leather jacket, bald head but
with hair all over his body, and a chain running from his nose to his ear.
Undaunted, I ripped the chain out of his nose and ear and smashed him over the head with
the tire iron. Then I turned around and, wielding my tire iron, yelled to the rest
of them, 'You leave this poor, innocent lady alone! You're all a bunch of sick, deranged
animals! Go home before I teach you all a lesson in pain!"'
Impressed, St. Peter says, "Really? I can't seem to find this in your file. When did this
happen?"
"Oh, about two minutes ago."

A Biker and His Best Friend

Arthur Davidson in Heaven

A Biker walks into a bar, he takes a seat at the bar and growls:

Arthur Davidson, of the Harley Davidson Motorcycle Corporation died and went to Heaven. At
the gates, St. Peter told Arthur, "Since you've been such a good man and your motorcycles
hav( changed the world, your reward is you can hang out with anyone you want in heaven".

"Bartender! Get me a drink!" The bartender obliges, and the biker scarfs down the drink.
Slamming the glass down on the bar, he growls:
"Bartender! Get me another!" The bartender pours him another drink. After a few more
rounds, the bartender attempts some conversation:
"Sir, he says, it seems that you're visibly upset. What's the problem?" The biker looks at
him and snorts:

Arthur thought about it for a minute and then said, "I want to hang out with God." St. Peter
took Arthur to the throne room, and introduced him to God.
Arthur then asked God, "Hey, aren't you the inventor of woman?" God said, "Oh, yes." "Well,"
said
Arthur, "professional to professional, you have some major design
flaws in your invention:

"I just went home and caught my ol' lady screwing my best friend!"

1. There is too much inconsistency in the front-end protrusion.

"Oh man," says the bartender, that's rough... "What did you do?" The biker says:

2. It chatters constantly at high speeds.

"Well, I grabbed her by the hair, threw her out nekkid, threw her clothes out after her, and
told her never EVER to come back."

3. Most of the rear ends are too soft and wobble too much.

"Wow," says the bartender in awe: "That's tough man, what did you do to your friend?"
"Well," says the biker, "I marched right back upstairs, I grabbed HIM by the scruff of the
neck, and I said:
BAD DOG."

4. The intake is placed way too close to the exhaust, and finally,
5. The maintenance costs are outrageous."
"Hmmm, you may have some good points there," replied God, "hold on." God went to his
celestial Super Computer, typed in a few words and waited for the results.
The computer printed out a slip of paper and God read it.
"Well, it may be true that my invention is flawed," God said to Arthur, "but according to these
numbers, more men are riding my invention then yours".

Biker Bob in Japan

A Little Guy Playing Piano in a Bar

Biker Bob went to visit his buddy Biker Jim in Japan.
They met each other at the airport and after a great
meal, Biker Jim decided to treat his friend to a good
time at the local whore house. He walked in and picked
out a young lady for his friend Biker Bob. As soon as
they reached the room, he started ripping her clothes
off and going to town. Moaning and grunting, the girl
was screaming in Japanese, “fuka ho-ru! fuka ho-ru!”
He was sure that she was praising him for his good job,
so he kept going faster and harder than ever.

Biker Jack walks into a Piano Bar and notices a little
man playing the piano. He walks over, requests
“Sweet Home Alabama” and walks to the bar. He asks the
bartender what’s up with the little dude at the piano
and the bartender says, “Before I answer your question,
I want to tell you that you are our 50th customer of
the evening and you get to rub the magic beer bottle
and make a wish.” Biker Jack gets a big smile on his
face and says “Cool, give it here”. He gets the bottle
and rubs it and, boom, out comes a genie, who says,
“You have one wish.” Biker Jack thinks about it and
then wishes for a million bucks. A cloud of thick smoke
fills the entire room and when it clears there are a
million ducks crowding the bar. He tells the bartender,
“I said BUCKS, not DUCKS!” The bartender replies,
“And you really think I wanted a 12-inch pianist?”

The next day Biker Bob decided to treat his friend Biker
Jim to a game of golf as a big thank you for the night
before. When they were out on the 9th hole Biker Jim got
a hole in one and Biker Bob decided to impress his old
friend with his new knowledge of the local language so
he raised his arms and shouted,
“fuka ho-ru! fuka ho-ru!”
Biker Jim glanced over at his old friend, scratching
his head and stared at him quizzically. He then looked
at the flag, the green and the score card and said
“Whatcha mean ‘wrong hole’?”

Tit for Tat

The Biker & The Hooker

An old biker rumbles up to a convenience store at about
2:30 AM. He walks by the cashier bitching to himself
about getting woke up and having to pick up tampons at
this crazy forsaken hour. The old biker disappears down
the center aisle and reappears a few minutes later
carrying a bag of cotton balls and a roll of string.

A crusty ole biker walks into a bar to have a ice cold
beer after a hot, dusty ride. Down at the end of the
bar, he spies a mighty fine looking chick in a sailor
suit. She heads his way, smiles and asks if he’s
looking for a good time. Realizing she was hooker and
since it had been quite some time since his last romp
in the hay, he started up negotiations.

The cashier having heard his grumbling starts to ring
him up and says, “I know it’s none of my business,
but I overheard you talking about tampons when you came
in, they are about half way down isle 2 if you missed
them.” The old biker stares at him a moment and replies,
“Well, last week I sent my ol’ lady out for some smokes
and she came back with ziz zags and tobacco,
So I’m thinkin’, that bitch can roll her own too.”

After agreeing on a price, she escorts him to her
bedroom and they start going at it. After about 20
minutes of humpin & jumpin the ole biker looks her in
the eyes and asks:
“So babe, how am I doin’?”
She replies: “You’re doin’ about 3 “knots”.
“3 knots?.... What’s that mean?” replies the biker.
She said: “You’re NOT hard, you’re NOT in and
you’re NOT getting your money back!”
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Blending on the Backbone
While you are out riding in the beautiful Texas Hill Country I recommend you roll down The Devil’s Backbone on FM-32
between Blanco and Wimberley. While out there you should stop in at Cannon Bar for a cold beer and maybe a burger or
Armadillo Eggs at Colgan’s food truck.
What sets Cannon Bar apart from all the other beer
joints on Texas highways?
We have a draft wall with 47 beers on tap featuring 30
Texas Craft Beers from all over our great state and over
30 ice cold bottled beers. It’s one of the best selections in
the area.
What else sets us apart?
We love to come up with blended beer recipes. Beer
blending is the practice of taking two beers, usually a
light beer and a darker beer and layering them together
so the dark beer sits on top and as you tilt your pint glass
to drink the heavier of the two beers (the one on bottom)
gets pulled through the lighter beer (the one on top) and
it creates a new flavor.

Of course, most people have heard of a Black and Tan which is Guinness (a dark, delicious stout beer) layered on top of
Bass (a lightly colored, sharp flavored pale ale) but there are an infinite number of possibilities to be tried and enjoyed.
There are Snakebites (a cider poured on top of a lager), Dark Side of the Moon (Guinness layered over Blue Moon) and my
personal creations, the Candy Apple (Vanilla Porter floated on Johnny Appleseed cider) and Pecan Pie (512 Pecan Porter
with Vanilla Porter). These are all delicious and worth trying but we have stumbled across something that has shaken our
world: Thorin’s Viking Meade, made in Marble Falls, TX.
Meade or fermented honey is one of the oldest forms of alcohol known to man, dating
back 9000 years or so and these days you mainly find it at Renaissance Festivals or in
the better liquor stores and most have never heard of it, let alone experienced how
delicious it is. We have Thorin’s Viking Meade on tap and it has afforded us the ability
to try blending it with different beers to create something new and amazing.
The Black Knight (4oz Meade / 12oz Guinness) for example is smooth, creamy and
sweet with just the slightest hint of bitterness while the White Knight (4oz Meade /
12oz Kilkenny Cream Ale) is smooth and sweet with no bitterness what so ever. The
thing that has amazed us time and again is how simple it is to put an ounce or two
of meade in just about any beer to enhance the flavors and produce a drink that is
something different than anything out there.
One of my personal favorites is what I call a Meade Crusher. Dream Crusher is a
Double IPA that has 120 IBU (International Bitterness Units are how to judge how
bitter a beer is and the level of hops used in it’s creation. Bud Light for example has 27
IBU). It is sharp and bitter at first taste but then is becomes creamy and has a caramel
like flavor. Once meade is added to this beer the bitterness goes away and you are left
with a sweet, creamy treat.
Continued on Page 24
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Best Biker Bar Babes

Erica

Michelle

Amanda

Photography by Chopper Dave, chopprdave@yahoo.com
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EVENT REVIEW
41st Gypsy M C Aardvark Rally 2015
Seguin Texas

This was a Terrific family oriented weekend motorcycle rally and camping event. You will for sure want to check the
website or Facebook page and look forward to attending the event in 2016.
You will have a lot of fun and feel very secure in attending with your kids yet the adult motorcycle culture will show
itself later in the evenings. Bring your own drinks, food and grills. a full array of camping is available tent to RV.

The Aardvark Rally was first held in 1974 when the chapter was founded and is one of the oldest continuing Gypsy MC
Rallies. The San Antonio Chapter of Gypsy MC International was formed in 1974 with Tiger Red Alsbury as the 1st
Chapter President. The first San Antonio Aardvark Rally was held in the President, Tiger Red’s, mother’s back yard near
Medina Lake in the Texas Hill Country.
In 1977 the San Antonio Chapter hosted the 4th Annual Aardvark, the TMRA State Rally, the 1st St Valentines Day
Massacre, and a fundraiser for Monty Mann and Tomcat. We are also known as the “Genesis Chapter” for the San
Antonio area. It was from our chapter that the Hill Country, Alamo City, and River City Chapters were formed.
The Aardvark Motorcycle Rally has become the major event of our chapter. The rally has moved from New Braunfels,
La Vernia, Hondo, and in Floresevile from 1992 until 2001. On June 28th, 2002 the 28th Annual Aardvark Motorcyle
Rally was moved to our current location at Max Starcke Park in Seguin, TX and has been there ever since (Max Starcke
Park 103 River Dr E. Seguin, TX. 78155 Pecan Bottom Pavillion).
Max Starcke City Park in Seguin is a large and beautifully shaded park with the Guadalupe River defining the eastern
perimeter. The park has adequate facilities to accommodate the eight-hundred motorcyclists that attend the event each year.

Continued on page 14
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BestBikerRadio is your Premier spot for
Streaming and Live studio Biker Talk, News,
Information, Politics and Entertainment
shows. We’ll have Live remote broadcasts
from Local and National Bike Rallies, Events
and Concerts. Watch our calendar and
schedule online as we post them and grow.

BestBikerBars.com is your Nationwide
directory for finding biker bars and biker
friendly establishments anywhere across
America, Check us out and be sure to tell
your local watering hole to join us.

This is the online directory and source for
finding and following your favorite music
acts. If you are a musician or band you
should be online with us to utilize this Free
resource to promote your business, brand
and music. If you are a bar or venue this is
the resource to find new talent.

This is our fast growing Online Biker
Community and Adult Biker Social
Network. Totally uncensored and free of
interference, 100% free and waiting for
you to join us. If you are tired of all the
politically correct social networks, rules
and regulations for posting, and feel like big
brother is too much in charge, You need to
be a part of this totally biker lifestyle related
online community today.
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Aardvark Rally continued from page 12

Our rally is a kid friendly family environment with rally events opening Friday @ noon with a Free wave pool all
weekend, Free tent camping and cowboy showers. Limited RV hookups will be available. There will be over 20 food and
product vendors all weekend.
Friday night will be full of games, cash prizes , live bands, and an LED hula hoop show. Saturday includes a fun run
(poker run), adult and kids field events, bike show, a live/silent auction, and a parade through downtown Seguin.
Saturday evening features a live band, awards from the field event competitions, and a fire show.

The San Antonio chapter often gives awards for non-field events such as the “Light Bulb” award, “Largest chapter in
colors on bikes”, “Longest distance rider”, and “Oldest club member in Colors.
We strive and pride ourselves on providing a fun and safe weekend for all!
The funds raised support the Thrivewell Cancer Foundation, The Healing Hearts Gala, and Max Starke Park.

Our special thanks to the city of Seguin, Seguin Parks Department, Seguin Police Department, CMA, and to all the
businesses and individuals who have so kindly helped in so many different ways with the success of the 2015 41st annual
Aardvark Motorcycle Rally.

San Antonio Gypsys:
Chablis, Moto Moto, Rabbit, Evonsay, Twins, Nemo, Hot Donna, Too Much, Bling, Bonehead, Imax, Munch,
Slow Train, Nemo, Frank, and Sandy.

See you soon!
Email: gypsymcsa@yahoo.com Website: http://sagypsmc.org/
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Best Biker Bar Babes

Heather

Kristy

Amy & Michelle

Commercial
Residential
Fire
Wind
Hail
Flood
Water Damage

Photography by Chopper Dave, chopprdave@yahoo.com

Insurance Claim Denied?
Not Paid Enough?
Treated Unfairly?

Don’t let the insurance
company cheat you!!
Chris Lackey

Public Insurance Adjuster
TEXAS LICENSE #1735661

512.585.4179
pa.chrislackey@hotmail.com

PUBLIC INSURANCE ADJUSTERS WORK FOR YOU!!
Not the Insurance Company
We Don’t Win We Don’t Get Paid
WE FIGHT FOR YOU!
If We Don’t Win You Owe Us Nothing

390 Galveston., Bandera TX. 78003
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1029 South Texas Hwy 55,
Camp Wood, Texas 78833
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830-597-4242

DRIED
SAUSAGE

BBQ

SO
D
BE AS
ER

FRESH
JERKY

BRISKET/PORK
HAMBURGERS
ROASTED CHICKEN

WELCOME
BIKERS & CAR CLUBS!
1/2 MILE SOUTH OF
TOWN ON HWY 55

TEXAS RIDER &
MUSIC NEWS

Contact Us at,
riderandmusicnews@gmail.com
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Proudly Serving The Central Texas Motorcycle
Community Since 1993

All Da
Happy y
Monda Hour
y thro
u
Friday gh
11am
to 7pm

Hours: Mon-Fri: 11am to 12am
Sat: 10am to 1am • Sun: 10am to 12am
Your complete source for all your motorcycle needs.
Specializing in Harley Davidson
and all American made V-Twin Motorcycles.

1525 N. IH 35 Georgetown, Texas
512-930-5475

1515 N IH 35 Georgetown, Texas 78628

Directly Next door to Hog Alley Motorcycle Shop

Info@hardtailsbarandgrill.com
512-869-5454

Open Tues thru Fri 9:30am to 6pm
Sat 9:30am to 5pmClosed Sun & Mon

$2.25 Domestic Bottle Beer
$3.00 All Well Drinks • $2.25 Domestic Pints

www.hogalley.net  martha@hogalley.net

Live Music Every Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

We Offer a Friendly Knowledgeable Staff,
and Mechanics.
Worth the ride for Great Maintenance &
Repair and Performance Upgrades.
Extended warranty & Insurance Claims.
We are still proudly selling and servicing
American IronHorse Motorcycles!
Huge selection of Parts, Accessories and
Leathers.

Relax in AC comfort next door
at Hardtails Bar & Grill while
getting serviced or shopping.

Outdoor Summer Concert Series
check the website for schedules.

We have a Variety of Great Food.
The best burgers & fried hotdogs around. Oysters on the
½ shell, steamed mussels and much more.

“Build Your Own Bloody Mary Bar”
Sunday’s 10-2pm.

Monday’s Texas Hold “em Poker
Free Pool All Day Tuesday • Karaoke on Wednesday

Plenty of Secure Bike Parking

Have you ever wanted to work for yourself, make money from home or
wherever you are on your computer?
Have an existing business and just need help to expand to the internet
or bring in more customers to your shop or store?

Get in on the BEST
training on Internet
Marketing,
Come on over to:

www.InternetWealthNetwork.com

Sign up for our informative internet marketing newsletter absolutely FREE!

Join our secure Members area and get the jump on your
competition today!

Visit Today!!
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FEATURED BAND

Lone Star Troubadour Mr. Dale Watson
Dale is also owner of the fabulous small Texas town Biker and Music Bar Big T’s Roadhouse in St Hedwig
Born: October 7 in Birmingham, AL
Lives: Austin, Texas
Dale Watson is a honky tonk hero and country music maverick, a true outlaw carrying on where Waylon Jennings left
off. A member of the Austin Music Hall of Fame, he stands alongside Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson, and George Strait
as one of the finest country singers and songwriters from the Lone Star State.
Although Dale has made his name as a Texas artist, he
actually was born in Alabama. Moving to Houston as a
teenager, his musical journey began right out of high school
as he started playing clubs and local honky-tonks. In 1988, it
led him to move to Los Angeles on the advice of rockabilly
singer-guitarist Rosie Flores. He played in the house band at
the legendary Palomino Club in Hollywood for a couple years
and recorded a few singles before moving to Nashville to write
songs for a publishing company run by Gary Morris (writer
of such country/pop hits as “The Wind Beneath My Wings”).
Commercial country did not fit the fiercely independent
songwriter so Dale relocated to Austin, Texas where he got
a record deal and wrote several songs poking fun at the
industry side of Nashville, including “Nashville Rash” from his
Hightone debut Cheatin’ Heart Attack and “A Real Country
Song” from his 1996 follow-up Blessed or Damned.
After making three albums with Hightone, Dale released
The Trucking Sessions on Koch Records in 1998. Including
14 original driving songs, the album received high praise and
caused critics to compare him to chart-topping writer Red
Simpson, who was responsible for some of the most iconic
trucking tunes in country music.
Continued on page 19
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Just two years after this success, Dale’s fiancee died in a car
accident. As chronicled in the Zalman King documentary
Crazy Again (2006), he turned to drugs and alcohol to cope
with her loss and nearly died of an overdose. Dale then checked
himself into a rehabilitation center and left a year later, releasing
his tribute album to her called Every Song I Write Is For You
(2001). After recording a few more albums, he decided to take a
break from touring and moved to Maryland to be closer to his
daughters.
Back in Texas and on the road in 2006, Dale has been trucking
ever since, touring around the world and acting in films (The
Thing Called Love, On the Borderline), on television (Friday
Night Lights) and most recently, on stage in Ghost Brothers
of Darkland County, a southern gothic musical by Stephen
King and John Mellencamp. His rumbling baritone has also
been heard on commercials for Shell, Monster.com and On the
Border Restaurants.
Dale signed with Red House Records in 2011 to release his
20th album called The Sun Sessions. Hailed as “one of the best
country albums of the year” (Atlanta Journal Constitution),
it was recorded at Memphis’ legendary Sun Studios with The
Texas Two (bassist Chris Crepps and drummer Mike Bernal)
in the stripped-down style of Johnny Cash’s earliest recordings.
He followed this with El Rancho Azul, 14 fresh honky tonk
originals about marriage, heartbreak and honkytonkin, which
propelled Dale into the national spotlight with multiple
appearances on late-night television and NPR.

Page 19
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Thunder Beach Myrtle Beach
Autumn Rally
Bike Week
17th Annual
Sept. 24 – Oct. 4 2015
October 21st to 25th 2015
Panama City Beach, Florida

Hwy 17 business
Murrells Inlet, South Carolina

Located along The Grand Strand of SC, Murrells Inlet

Contact For More Information:
(850) 249-7627

The event includes bike shows, poker runs,
entertainment, and much more!

We hope to see you there!

Contact for more information:
(336) 643-1367

For all your Motorcycle Event information check out the
national events calendar on www.BestBikerBars.com

We hope to see you there!

For more information about this event
WEBSITE http://www.ThunderBeachProductions.com

EMAIL info@thunderbeachproductions.com

PHONE 850-249-7627

Music History continued from page 5

Although he rapidly gained prestige
and success in the music world,
Stevie also lived the stereotypical
life of a rock-and-roll star, full of
alcohol and drug abuse. On his
1986 European tour he collapsed
and eventually checked into a
rehabilitation center in Georgia. He
left the hospital sober and committed
to the Twelve Step program of
Alcoholics Anonymous. Following
his recovery, he released his fifth
album, In Step, in 1989. It won him
a second Grammy, this time for Best
Contemporary Blues Recording. In 1990 Vaughan collaborated
with Jimmie Vaughan, his brother and founding member of the
Fabulous Thunderbirds, on Family Style, which also included
their friend and musical colleague Doyle Bramhall on drums.
The album was released after Stevie’s death. This last album
brought Stevie’s career total of Grammys to four. After his death
Epic records released two more albums of his work, The Sky is
Crying (1991) and In the Beginning (1992). The Sky is Crying
went on to win a Grammy for Best Contemporary Blues Album.

For all your Motorcycle Event information check out the
National Events Calendar on www.BestBikerBars.com

For more information about this event
WEBSITE http://www.myrtlebeachbikeweek.com
PHONE 336-643-1367

instantly. More than 1,500 people, including industry giants such
as Jackson Browne, Bonnie Raitt, and Stevie Wonder, attended
Stevie’s memorial service in Dallas. He is buried at Laurel Land
Memorial Park in South Dallas.

Governor Ann Richards proclaimed October 3, 1991, as “Stevie
Ray Vaughan Day.” The city of Austin erected a memorial
statue of Stevie Ray Vaughan on November 21, 1993, by Town
Lake (renamed Lady Bird Lake), near the site of his last Austin
concert. On May 11, 1995, musicians, including B. B. King,
Eric Clapton, Bonnie Raitt, Buddy Guy, Jimmie Vaughan, and
Double Trouble, filmed “Tribute to Stevie Ray Vaughan” for
Austin City Limits. The PBS program also released a posthumous
video titled Stevie Ray Vaughan: Live From Austin, Texas, which
contained excerpts from Vaughan’s two previous appearances on
the show. From 1995 through 2007 Sony Music issued several
Vaughan and Double
Trouble albums,
including a box set,
live performances, and
previously unreleased
material. In 2000
Vaughan was inducted
into the Blues
Foundation Hall of
Fame. He is also in the
Stevie married Lenny Bailey in 1980, and they divorced in
Houston Institute for
1986, when he was at the low point of his struggle with drug and
Culture’s Texas Music
alcohol abuse. At the time of his death, he had a girlfriend, Janna
Hall of Fame. He was
Lapidus. Vaughan died on August 27, 1990, in a helicopter crash
inducted into the
on the way to Chicago from a concert in Alpine Valley, East Troy,
Austin Music Memorial
Wisconsin. The location of the concert was difficult to reach, so
in 2010.
many performers stayed in Chicago and flew in before the show.
Dense fog contributed to the pilot’s flying the helicopter into
Continued on page 21
the side of a man-made ski mountain. All on board were killed
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Music History continued from page 20

ZZ Top
Texas blues, boogie, and rock band. Formed in Houston, Texas, under the direction of
manager Bill Hamm in 1970, the trio consists of Billy Gibbons (b. December 16, 1949,
Houston, Texas) on lead guitar, Dusty Hill (b. Joe Hill, May 19, 1947, Dallas, Texas) on
bass guitar, and Frank Beard (b. June 11, 1949, Houston, Texas) on drums. Gibbons
replaced the original members of his band, Moving Sidewalks, with Hill and Beard from
rival band The American Blues. The group began touring with other southern boogie
bands in the 1970s and built a strong following in the process. ZZ Top’s First Album
debuted in 1970 and featured the raw blues-boogie sound of tracks such as “Brown
Sugar.” ZZ Top’s First Album established the band’s credibility and success in the South,
but it was their second album, Rio Grande Mud which had a broader range and a fuller sound. It also gave the trio its first hit
“Francine,” which ranked at Number 69 on the Billboard charts.
The group followed up the success of its first two albums with Tres Hombres in 1973. Tres Hombres combined the trio’s love of
Texas blues with their reverence for Memphis soul to firmly establish what would become ZZ Top’s trademark sound. The album’s
best-known song, “La Grange,” was heavily influence by John Lee Hooker’s “Boogie Chillen.”
The group toured continuously throughout the 1970s. In 1974, it hosted the
“Texas-size Rompin’ Stompin’ Barndance and Barbeque” at the University of
Texas at Austin. Some of the 80,000 fans who came out to see the trio managed
to destroy sections of Memorial Stadium’s new Astroturf in the process. ZZ Top’s
next album, Fandango! (1975), gave the group its first Top 40 single, “Tush.” The
follow-up Tejas, released in 1977, reached Number 17 on the charts. Following
the release of Fandango! in 1975, Gibbons and Hill developed an entirely new
look. In an attempt to distinguish themselves from other southern rock bands,
Gibbons and Hill donned rhinestone-studded Nudie suits, sunglasses, and long
beards. Their new look quickly caught on, and the long beards became one of
the band’s trademarks. The success of Fandango! and the “Barndance” inspired
the trio to embark on a “World-Wide Texas Tour,” which lasted from 1976 to 1977. As part of this tour, the band performed on a
Texas-shaped stage in the company of a Longhorn steer, a buffalo, and other “Texas” animals. Exhausted from the road however,
they took a three-year hiatus following the tour’s conclusion. During the interval, they left London Records and signed with
Warner Brothers. In 1979, the trio came out swinging with Deguello, a hard-core blues album that combined their love of women,
cars, and offbeat humor with such tracks as “Cheap Sunglasses” and “Fool for Your Stockings.”
Following the success of Deguello, the group produced El Loco in 1981, which continued in much the same vein. Songs such
as “Pearl Necklace,” with its sexual innuendos, demonstrated the group’s irreverent flair. In the 1980s, the trio further changed its
sound. Eliminator (1983) featured a new synthesizer-laden sound that propelled the band to national attention and won praise
from the MTV generation. Eliminator produced such hits as “Gimme All Your Lovin,’” “Legs,” and “Sharp Dressed Man.” “Legs”
remains the group’s biggest single. The synthesizer remained an integral part of their sound on the next two albums, Afterburner
(1985) and Recycler (1990). Though not as popular as Eliminator, these albums did feature the memorable tracks “Sleeping Bag”
and “Velcro Fly,” which helped to cement the trio as a fixture of synth-blues-boogie.
The band signed a new recording contract with BMG Records in 1992 and released a new album, Antenna, in 1994. Although
synthesizers remained a key part of the music, Antenna had more of a traditional blues feel. Gibbons’s guitar work harkened back
to the days of Tres Hombres, with tracks such as “Fuzzbox Voodoo” and “Cover Your Rig.” Rythmeen followed Antenna in 1996
with a full-fledged return to guitar-driven blues-boogie. XXX, released in 1999, and Mescalero, released in 2003, continued this
more back-to-basics pattern.
The hard-driving sound of ZZ Top has made the band a fixture of the modern blues-boogie music scene, but their performances
have made them legendary. Whether touring with live animals during the “World-Wide Texas Tour” in the 1970s, performing
on a futuristic stage to promote their album Afterburner, or making a cameo appearance in the movie Back to the Future III
(1990), the trio has attracted audiences worldwide with their unique brand of blues and stage presence. In recognition of their
contribution to popular music, the group was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2004.
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TEXAS 2ND AMENDMENT INFO

The Purpose of the Second Amendment

In this ongoing series we will cover up to date info, changes
and important matters concerning the Ownership of guns in
the state as well as carrying both concealed and open. We may
at times also introduce you to exciting new guns, accessories
and info that the intelligent armed Texan wants to know. For
now just a little history to bring us up to today.
This current administration is always ready to announce
plans to restrict gun ownership in the U.S.A. For sure,
nothing this President proposes will do anything to stop a
future Sandy Hook. We know the President understands he
is putting Democrats in a terrible spot. We know because he
did nothing after the Aurora, CO shooting in the midst of
a political campaign. He had to wait so he wouldn’t spook
voters at the time. Then more recently was the incident at the recruitment center
in Tennessee and yet another movie theater shooting spree in Lafayette.
There is no doubt that we are all a safer nation with armed citizens, But that’s my
opinion. Along with a new election in 2016. In all the talk that has happened and
will happen, the press and the general public seem willing to ignore the actual
purpose of the second amendment. The amendment is not about sports. It is not
about recreation. It is not about hunting. It is only partly about defending yourself
from a criminal.
The second amendment is about ensuring a “free state.” On April 19, 1775,
British regulars marched on Lexington and Concord to seize the guns of
American colonists that had been stockpiled in case of revolution.
It may be an abstract concept for us. It may be distant. But when the 1st

Prior to the Civil War, the Bill of Rights only applied to the federal
government and that first Congress dropped references to “as allowed by
Law” that had been in the English Bill of Rights. The Founders intended that
Congress was to make no law curtailing the rights of citizens to keep and
bear arms.
The 2nd Amendment, contrary to much of today’s conversation, has just as
much to do with the people protecting themselves from tyranny as it does
burglars. That is why there is so little common ground about assault rifles —
even charitably ignoring the fact that there really is no such thing. If the 2nd
Amendment is to protect the citizenry from even their own government,
then the citizenry should be able to be armed.
There are plenty of arguments and bodies to suggest that we might, as
a nation, need to rethink this. The Founders gave us that option. We can
amend the Constitution.
In doing so, we should keep in mind that in the past 100 years Germany,
Italy, Russia, Japan, China, and other governments have turned on their
people at various times and, in doing so, restricted freedoms starting often
with gun ownership. You may think a 30 round magazine is too big. Under
the real purpose of the second amendment, a 30 round magazine might be
too small.
Regardless, as the President announces how he will curtail the freedoms
of the second amendment, we should remember Justice Robert Jackson’s
opinion in West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624
(1943)
“The very purpose of a Bill of Rights was to withdraw certain subjects
from the vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the
reach of majorities and officials and to establish them as
legal principles to be applied by the courts. One’s right
to life, liberty, and property, to free speech, a free press,
freedom of worship and assembly, and other fundamental
rights may not be submitted to vote; they depend on the
outcome of no elections.”

Congress of the United States met in 1789, the memory of 1775 was fresh. More
so, what they saw as an abridgment of their freedoms in 1775, they viewed as an
abridgment of their freedoms going back to the Glorious Revolution of 1688.
Many historians have come to view the American Revolution as a conservative
revolution. The revolutionaries believed they were protecting their English
rights from the Glorious Revolution of 1688. They were, in effect, revolting to
demand the rights they thought they already had as English citizens. It is why,
for much of 1775, they petitioned the King, not Parliament, for help because they
had, separated by distance and time, not kept up with the legal evolution of the
British constitutional monarchy in relation to Parliament. The colonists believed
themselves full English citizens and heirs of the Glorious Revolution.
One of the rights that came out of the Bill of Rights of 1689 in England
following the Glorious Revolution was a right to bear arms for defense against
the state. The English Bill of Rights accused King James II of disarming
protestants in England. That Bill of Rights included the language “That the
Subjects which are Protestants may have Arms for their Defence suitable to
their Conditions and as allowed by Law.”
The Americans, however, saw the British government, via Parliament, begin
curtailing the rights of the citizenry in the American colonies. When they
formed the federal government with ratification of the Constitution, the
colonists, now Americans, were deeply skeptical of a concentrated federal
power, let alone standing armies to exercise power on behalf of a government.
This is why, originally, the colonists chose to require unanimity for all federal
action under the Articles of Confederation that the Constitution would replace.
Likewise, it is why many early state constitutions gave both an explicit right to
keep and bear arms, but also instructed that standing armies in times of peace
should not be maintained.
Cont’d below

Where to find
Thorin’s Meade

Cannon Bar on the Backbone
3971 FM 32 Fischer, Texas

Emerald Tavern Game and Cafe
9012 Research Boulevard #6, Austin

Sunrise Mini Mart

1809 West Anderson Lane, Austin

Vintage Pub1

3245 Jones Rd, Houston

Chevron

3863 Highway 290, Paige

Also available at:
Most Spec’s Stores
King liquor on burnet in Austin
South Lamar wine and spirits
Texas vineyards and beyond
Antonelli’s Cheese Shop
Common Spirits in Hutto

www.thorinsmead.com
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BIKER NEWS
CCTV Video of Twin Peaks/Waco Shooting Shared With
AP Reporters – Gunfire Began Outside, Bikers Running
For Cover, Police Entered Restaurant With “Assault Rifles”,

three bikers appear to be gesturing to have the patrons
crawl to safety.

The AP was shown the video by representatives of the
We knew there would be CCTV video of both the inside
Twin Peaks franchise, who have said the fighting began
and patio of Twin Peaks. Because the local Police, who
outside the restaurant, not inside as police have said. The
immediately reviewed
franchise has not released the video publicly, citing the
the footage yet
ongoing investigation. None of the nine video angles shows
continued to Mislead the the parking lot.
public about the impetus
of the confrontation
Only one angle, taken from inside a back office in the
and gunfire, the owner/ restaurant, had audio. At 12:24 p.m., a woman is heard
operator of the Twin
screaming, “Oh my God!” That’s followed by multiple cries
Peaks franchise shared
of “Get back!” Two minutes later, three gunshots are heard.
video with reporters
It’s not clear who fired.
from the Associated
Press
Video shows police with
assault rifles entering the front
WACO, Texas (Associated Press) — As gunfire broke
door at about the same time.
out in the parking lot of a Texas restaurant, dozens of
As two officers enter, bikers
motorcycle riders ran inside seeking cover and tried to
can be seen lying on the floor
guide others to safety, security video reviewed exclusively
with their hands spread.
by The Associated Press showed Wednesday. The video
suggests that Sunday’s deadly
Before the shooting, at least 20 members of the Cossacks
gunfight began outside the Twin
biker gang can be seen on the patio. Members of the
Peaks restaurant, except for one
Scimitars, Boozefighters and Leathernecks can also be seen
round fired by a biker on the patio on the tape. While no Bandidos are immediately visible,
who then ran inside.
police and one member of that biker gang have said some
of their members were at the event.
On the patio, bikers ducked under
tables and tried to get inside. At
Waco police
least three people were holding
spokesman Sgt. W.
handguns. One biker was seen
Patrick Swanton
running with blood on his face,
said police have
hands and torso.
the video, but he
had not seen it and
Before the shooting, the inside of the restaurant appears
would not discuss
to be mostly empty. Bikers and other patrons can be seen
its contents.
walking to the windows facing the parking lot where most
of the shooting happened.
{SNIP: I must interject here. The reason SWANTON is
claiming not to have seen this video, is specifically because
When gunfire begins at 12:24 p.m., most bikers, other
he needs plausible deniability for his public statements
patrons and staff immediately run away from the windows which are counter to the content within the video. Now I’m
and into the restaurant’s interior. At least three people can certain this entire shooting is fishy and filled with CYA}
be seen holding handguns.
Authorities on Sunday swept up around 170 bikers who
One camera angle shows bikers running into the men’s
descended on the restaurant.
bathroom. When there’s no space left in the bathroom,
they dash toward the kitchen
Among those arrested was Theron Rhoten, who had just
pulled into the parking lot on his vintage Harley chopper
Another camera angle, on the far side of the restaurant
when the bullets started flying.
from the gunfire, shows patrons who are not wearing biker
Continued on 24
gear crawling behind tables toward the kitchen. At least
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Rhoten showed up at the Twin Peaks restaurant for a regional
motorcycle club meeting. But, according to his wife, he soon
found himself in the middle of a deadly shootout involving
scores of other bikers
Katie Rhoten said her
husband ran for cover and
was later arrested, along with
motorcycle-riding friends
and other “nonviolent,
noncriminal people.”
“He’s good to his family,” she said. “He doesn’t drink. He
doesn’t do drugs. He doesn’t party. He’s just got a passion for
motorcycles.”
Police have said that all those arrested were part of criminal
motorcycle gangs, but only two of the nine people killed had
criminal histories in Texas. (<- important note)
Records show Wayne Lee Campbell was arrested for driving
while intoxicated in 2002 in Rowlett in Dallas County and
sentenced to probation. In 2007, Campbell was charged with
assault in Tarrant County and served 45 days in jail.
In addition, Manuel Isaac Rodriguez was arrested in 2010 and
served probation for unlawfully carrying a weapon at a bar in
Lewisville.
Police have acknowledged firing on armed bikers, but it is not
clear how many of the dead were shot by gang members and
how many were shot by officers.

Authorities have said the gathering of five biker groups was to
resolve a dispute over turf. Some bikers dispute that, saying the
meeting was organized to discuss laws protecting motorcycle
riders and other subjects.
Katie Rhoten said her husband, a mechanic from Austin,
called her from jail and said that he and two other members
of Vise Grip motorcycle club ducked and ran for cover as the
violence raged around them.
The arrested bikers have all been charged with engaging in
organized crime and each is being held on $1 million bonds.
The eight members of Theron Rhoten’s group, the Vise Grip
Club, specialize in building and riding vintage and antique
motorcycles, particularly pre-1970 Harley Davidson big twin
choppers, according to spokesman Brian Buscemi.
Buscemi said the bimonthly meetings have been happening
for 18 years. Yes, there was a problem at this scene, and it was
absolutely horrific,” he said.
“But there just also happened
to be a significant amount of
people there who had nothing
to do with it.”

)
So how does one properly blend two beers together? The trick is in the
pour. It is usually always best to pour the heavier beer in the glass first.
Contrary to popular belief, this is almost always the lighter colored of the
two beers. So if you were to make a blend using Karbach’s Weekend Warrior
(Houston, TX) and Guinness, the Weekend Warrior would go in first since
it is actually the heavier of the two beers. You fill the pint glass halfway with
the pale ale, then, and this is where some practice comes in, you would
slowly pour the Guinness on top using an inverted spoon, pouring turtle or
layering tool to break the flow and make it run down the sides of the glass.
This prevents the beers mixing together. If properly poured you will end
up with a drink that has two distinct layers. It does take a little practice to
get right but when done properly you end up with something beautiful and
delicious.

(Cont’d from Page 10

So the next time you are in the area, stop
in, take a look at our menu or talk to one
of our amazing bartenders and let us help
you try something new. We can help make
your beer experience something to be
remembered.

Michael Trainer, Beer God & Proprietor
Cannon Bar on The Backbone
Fischer, Texas
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19605 E Hwy 29
Buchanan Dam, Texas

Terrific Ride to the Dam

(512) 793-3333
www.reverendjimsdampub.com
“Like Us on Facebook”
facebook.com/reverendjims

PHONE: 210–651–4541

Terrific Ride to the Dam,
Fill Liquor Bar, Biker Church
Great Drink Pricing Specials,
Hold your Events and Runs with us,
Live Music Schedule.

Sundays 11 am

WiHot Fi
spo
t

“The friendliest biker bar this side of Hill Country. Stop in and make some new
friends or say “Hey!” to some old ones”
A couple minor changes before you get to it, my mistake,

HILLBILLYZ OF TEXAS

Instead of “Full Liquor Bar” make it “Liquor Setups Available”

19605 E Hwy 29 Buchanan Dam, Texas
(512) 793-3333
www.reverendjimsdampub.com

In the middle of somewhere, halfway to nowhere

Liquor Setups Available

Saturdays & Sundays - 11:00a.m. till closing

Best Burgers in the Hill Country !!!

Under, “Great Drink Pricing Specials” put,
Open Fridays - 12 noon till closing
16oz Draft Beer $2.50

16oz Draft Beer $2.50
Hold your Events and Runs with us
Live Music Schedule

1931 FM 473 Boerne, Texas
210-643-0369 • 830-336-2101
www.hillbillyzoftexas.com

The friendliest biker bar this side of Hill Country.
Stop in and make some new friends or say “Hey!”
to some old ones.
Like Us on Facebook facebook.com/reverendjims

Texas Rider and Music News

THURSDAY BIKE NIGHTS 4pm - 11pm

(830) 428-3231

LOOKING FOR HIGHLY ENERGETIC MOTORCYCLE ENTHUSIAST

Supplement your income by selling advertising in

We are seeking motivated full and PT sales people. Must
have great phone presense, be people oriented and
motorcycle savvy, and able to travel locally to secure
advertising contacts. High full commission based on
performance. Work is flexible and fun. Work from home,
on the road and at events.

Send your resume and a casual cover letter
to riderandmusicnews@gmail.com
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www.t9cLodging.com
email: info@t9cLodging.com

OUR
HOPES AND WISHES
FOR YOU

Phone: 830.837.0126
Phone: 830.688.7361

Being very experienced
travelers, we try to
understand the needs and
wants of our guests

Bandera Texas

g
n
i
T9CLodg

Our custOmers say it’s
Primary Business Address
tHe best
PLace tO stay
Address Line 2
fOr cOwbOy’s,
bikers,
Or
Address Line
3
4
tHeAddress
eNtireLine
famiLy
2 miNutes frOm HistOric
DOwNtOwN
baNDera teXas

and strive to make
your stay cozy and
comfortable.
We welcome you to share
our peaceful, quiet
country setting and hope
you enjoy your stay.
Chris & Joanna

Wi-fi, Satellite TV, VHS and DVD Movies, Deck, Fire Pit, Grill, Picnic Table, Iron, Coffee Pot (with fixin’s),
Microwave and Refrigerator. Whitetail and Axis Deer and a beautiful view, all just up the hill and within walking
distance of the Longhorn Saloon and a quarter of a mile from downtown Bandera.

The Duke

Tin Lizzy
Enjoy the quiet country
setting while lazing on the
front deck. Tin Lizzy is very
spacious in the living and
kitchen areas and has a
queen size bed with a
memory foam topper.
Sleeping up to four by pulling
out the sleeper sofa which is
also comfortable. The
bathroom has a corner tub/
shower combo and is large
enough for two love birds.

Rustlers Roost
Enjoy the rustic decor in this
comfortable retreat for two,
offering a queen bed, sleeper sofa,
a bathroom bigger than most and
a large screened in porch.

Rustlers
Porch

Ms. Lilly
Offering full accommodations
starting with very soft
padding on a king sized bed,
stand up corner shower, full
Kitchen, Deck and outside
seating area.

DWIdude.com

420dude.com

BIKER SURVIVAL GUIDE:
WHAT TO DO IN AN ARREST SITUATION

- WAIVE YOUR RIGHTS
- CONSENT TO A SEARCH
- ACT FOOLISH ON CAMERA
- TAKE ANY POLICE TESTS
- CONFESS TO ANY CRIME
- RESIST ARREST OR SEARCH
- FIGHT WITH THE COPS

420dude.com

- KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
- BE POLITE AND CALM
- VIDEO TAPE IF POSSIBLE
- HAVE FRIENDS ON CALL
- HAVE BAIL MONEY
- THINK BEFORE YOU REACT
- CALL THE DUDE!

Principle Offices
SATX: 210.394-3833
ATX: 512.278-0935
420dude.com

The Law Office of Jamie Balagia, P.C
Honoring the Constitution since 1977.

Call The DUDE
DWIdude.com

420dude.com
DWIdude.com
420dude.com

DWIdude.com

DWIdude.com

420dude.com

DWIdude.com

DWIdude.com

420dude.com

